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INSIDE   
The Coalition is tracking the following 
bills and others related to alternative 
fuels throughout the legislative 
session. Check this space in every 
issue for updates.

AB 892 | Author: Furutani
In brief: Authorizes Goods Move-
ment Emission Reduction Program 
applicants to reallocate funds to oth-
er transportation-related purposes, 
including reducing emissions and 
improving air quality in trade cor-
ridors, or backup projects covered 
by the same grant agreement.
Status: Introduced.

AB 1097 | Author: Eng
In brief: Prohibits the state from buy-
ing light-duty cars and trucks unless 
they achieve at least 35 mpg. 
Details: The passage of AB 236 in 
2007 established a comprehensive 
set of metrics for the Department 
of General Services and other state 
agencies to use in determining the 
lifecycle costs of vehicles, including 
greenhouse gas reductions and 
reduced petroleum dependence. 
AB 1097 would eliminate consider-
ation of environmental and fuel se-
curity values, making fuel efficiency 
the sole purchase criterion. 
Status: Introduced.

AB 1212 | Author: Ruskin
In brief: Authorizes CARB to imple-
ment a clean vehicle incentive, 
or feebate, program consisting of 
one-time rebates and one-time 
surcharges on the sale of new pas-
senger vehicles; requires CARB, if it 
determines that the state’s vehicu-
lar greenhouse gas (GHG) emis-
sions regulations do not remain in 
effect or are substantially delayed, 
to implement a clean vehicle incen-
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Senate Hearing Focuses on LCFS
Coalition testifies in favor of the regulation, 
makes the case for natural gas and NGVs

The Coalition testified March 16 at a state Senate Transportation and 
Housing Committee hearing on the Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS), 
describing how natural gas and NGVs can help the state achieve its goal 

of reducing the carbon intensity of transportation fuels 10 percent by 2020.
CARB staff gave lengthy testimony, fielding questions on everything 

from whether enough compliant fuels will be available to how the agency 
has accounted for indirect land-use impacts. The senators also heard from 
environmentalists and several fuel associations.

Testifying on behalf of the Coalition, Todd Campbell, director of pub-
lic policy for Clean 
Energy, asked the 
senators to support 
the LCFS, calling it 
“very achievable.” 
In fact, he said, “We 
believe the Air Board 
has been conserva-
tive with the proposed rule by setting a ‘back-ended’ compliance path to achieve 
this 2020 goal. Low-carbon fuels, like natural gas, are already available today, 
and the transportation sector [accounts for] roughly 38 percent of California’s 
greenhouse gas emissions.

“Using conventional natural gas in vehicles today can reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions up to 30 percent, and biomethane … reduces greenhouse gases 
by an astounding 88.5 percent,” he said. “Cities should benefit the most from 
biomethane development if their fleets run on natural gas, since they have 
direct access to public landfills and sanitation facilities.”

Natural gas can deliver great progress today Campbell pointed out that 
with 8,500 LNG trucks at the San Pedro Bay ports and all the state’s tran-
sit and refuse trucks running on conventional natural gas, the state could 
reduce 1.2 million metric tons of greenhouse gases annually and achieve 
7.5 percent of its goal today. Add biomethane, and it could achieve up to 
27.5 percent of the goal. 

He noted that the United States has at least 118 years of natural gas 
reserves; that natural gas is an affordable, inherently clean low-carbon fuel; 
and that both conventional natural gas and biomethane blend easily with 

‘Using conventional natural gas in 
vehicles today can reduce greenhouse 

gas emissions up to 30 percent …’
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tive program to achieve equivalent 
or greater reductions.
Status: Introduced.

AB 1500 | Author: Lieu
In brief: Extends HOV lane access 
for single-occupant clean vehicles 
five years beyond the current sun-
set, to Dec. 31, 2015.
Details: Sponsored by the Coali-
tion; see CalNGV News, 3.9.09.
Status: Introduced.

AB 1502 | Author: Eng
In brief: Extends HOV lane access 
for single-occupant clean vehicles 
to 2017, but only for SULEV/ILEV 
vehicles (which includes NGVs).
Details: See CalNGV News, 3.9.09.
Status: Introduced.

AB 1527 | Author: Lieu
In brief: Allows a vehicle emissions 
reduction project funded by the 
Carl Moyer Program or the Prop. 1B 
Goods Movement Emission Reduc-
tion Program to also receive AB 118 
funds, provided the AB 118 funds 
result in additional reductions.
Details: AB 1527 is sponsored by 
CALSTART, which believes AB 118 
funds could boost GHG emissions 
reductions by allowing vehicle own-
ers to upgrade to hybrid or natural 
gas engines.
Status: Introduced.

SB 376 | Author: Simitian
In brief: Requires the CEC to adopt 
and submit to the Legislature and 
governor the Liquefied Natural 
Gas Market Assessment Report 
of 2011; prohibits approval of 
construction or operation of an 
onshore or offshore LNG terminal 
until the report becomes final.
Details: The latest projections 
indicate that the United States will 
be a net exporter of LNG.
Status: To Senate Energy, Utilities, 
and Communications Committee.

SB 400 | Author: Corbett
In brief: Allows the in-state develop-
ment or manufacture of vehicles 
that are 30 percent more fuel ef-
ficient than the market standard 
to qualify for AB 118 funding (cur-
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hydrogen. Looking ahead, Campbell asked the Senate to support investment 
in hybrid vehicle platforms using low-carbon fuels. 

“By manufacturing vehicles that can operate on low-carbon fuels and 
achieve high mileage, the state [can make even its] 2050 goals for trans-
portation become real and perhaps achievable sooner than we ever thought 
possible,” he said.

Other groups voice support, concerns Environmentalists strongly sup-
ported the LCFS, and said it should be strengthened to give greater incentives 
to ultralow-carbon fuels and to discourage use of very dirty fuels. They also 
stressed that the standard should be applied so it addresses greenhouse gas 
emissions without backsliding on criteria pollutant emissions.

The Renewable Fuels Association focused almost exclusively on indirect 
land use, telling the senators that biofuels such as ethanol are being unfairly 
singled out and arguing that the land-use analysis should be applied to all 
fuels. CARB staff said they had sought evidence of meaningful indirect land-
use impacts from other fuels and found none.

Workshop allows public comment CARB staff will report to the board on 
the proposed LCFS at the March 26 CARB meeting and will hold a workshop 
March 27 to take public comments. The Coalition is analyzing the LCFS 
regulation and Initial Statement of Reasons to determine issues the industry 
should address at that meeting—there appear to be contradictions between 
the reasons and the regulatory language. The regulation is scheduled to go 
before the board for adoption April 23. ◗

NGVs Show Well at HD Conference
Natural gas vehicles had a good showing at CALSTART’s Clean Heavy Duty 
Vehicle Conference last week, and despite lower attendance than last year, 
the event was marked by enthusiasm for—and questions about—both policy 
and funding under the Obama administration.

About 330 people attended the event, held March 16–18 in Long Beach—
down about 20 percent from 2008. “It’s a sign of the times that people had 
travel restrictions, but there were very high-level, good-quality people at the 
conference,” says Bill Van Amburg, CALSTART vice president. 

“The level of anticipation of a breakthrough was higher than last year,” he 
notes. “There’s a new administration, and a significant one-year investment 
that can leveraged. Then, does [the momentum] continue with a long-term 
vision and strategy, or is it a one-time thing? That was the room buzz. There’s 
tremendous hope that it signals a new path.”

OEMs’ natural gas vehicles are a positive sign One positive sign is com-
ing from vehicle manufacturers such as Kenworth, whose natural gas Class 
8 tractor was on display.

“A lot of us have been worried—we weren’t seeing natural gas engine 
families being dropped into trucks on the assembly line,” says Van Amburg. 
“We’re seeing that [happen now] and it was reflected at the conference. … 
And [natural gas] isn’t just a clean fuel; it’s a clean fuel that has lower carbon 
than diesel. People are getting it.

“There’s a lot of energy around the stimulus and what it means,” adds Van 
Amburg, who led two sessions on funding and incentives. “Most of it’s geared 
at deployment, and that’s a good thing.” At the same time, he says, “people 
are tremendously confused about what to do, and how it’s going to work.”

Federal GHG standards are likely On the federal policy front, Lori Stew-
art, associate director of the EPA’s Office of Transportation and Air Quality, 
indicated that it’s likely there will be a federal tailpipe standard for carbon 
emissions, first for light-duty vehicles and then heavy-duty trucks. 

And Tony Haymet, director of the Scripps Institute, pressed attendees 
to take action now, because the environment is losing its ability to soak up 
excess carbon. 
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rently, these vehicles must be 40 
percent more efficient).
Details: NUMMI, which manufac-
turers cars in California, produces a 
vehicle that’s over 30 percent more 
efficient than average, and Corbett 
wants to keep the company’s pro-
duction in the state.  
Status: To Senate Transportation 
and Housing Committee.
SB 535 | Author: Yee
In brief: Eliminates the sunset 
on HOV lane access for single- 
occupant clean vehicles, extending 
access indefinitely—unless federal 
authority for single-occupancy ac-
cess expires.
Details: See CalNGV News, 3.9.09.
Status: To Senate Transportation 
and Housing Committee.
SB 626 | Author: Kehoe
In brief: Requires the Public Utili-
ties Commission, in consulta-
tion with the CEC, CARB, electric 
companies, and the motor vehicle 
industry, to implement policies 
ensuring sufficient infrastructure 
for the widespread use of plug-in 
hybrid vehicles.
Status: Introduced.
SB 632 | Author: Lowenthal
In brief: Requires the ports of Long 
Beach, Los Angeles, and Oakland 
to give the Legislature an assess-
ment of their infrastructure and air 
quality improvement needs, includ-
ing total costs.
Details: The bill is expected to be 
a vehicle for a container fee if the 
author decides he wants to pursue 
one again.
Status: Introduced.
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“You want a suite of things that will be useful down the road, but we can’t 
afford not to take action immediately,” says Van Amburg. “He made it clear 
that if you’ve got things you can do now, start doing them. Don’t wait for the 
perfect solution.” ◗

Long-Term Smog Exposure Boosts Risk
Ozone pollution increases the yearly risk of death from respiratory disease by 
40 to 50 percent in heavily polluted cities like Los Angeles and Riverside, and 
by about 25 percent elsewhere in the country, concludes a study published in 
the March 12 New England Journal of Medicine.

While scientists already know that increased ozone during heavy pollution 
spikes causes short-term health effects, this is the first study to show that 
long-term, low-level ozone exposure can be lethal. 

Current EPA ozone standards cover only eight-hour averages; even so, 345 
counties with a total of 100 million inhabitants are out of compliance with 
that standard. The EPA has said it will revisit its ozone regulation. One of 
the study’s co-authors, University of Ottawa environmental health scientist 
Daniel Krewski, said in a March 12 Los Angeles Times article that the EPA 
may need to implement an annual standard.

“Undoubtedly, when it happens these results are going to be a very 
important part of that review,” said Dan Greenbaum in the Times article. 
Greenbaum is president of the Boston-based Health Effects Institute, one of 
the study’s sponsors. 

In Riverside, which had the highest ozone average (104 parts per billion), the 
risk of dying from respiratory causes was 50 percent greater than it would have 
been without the ozone pollution. Los Angeles had the second-highest ozone 
level and a 43 percent increase in risk. East Coast cities such as New York and 
Washington had an average increased risk of about 25 to 27 percent.

The study looked at 448,850 people over age 18 in 96 metropolitan areas 
who enrolled in the American Cancer Society Cancer Prevention Study II in 
1982 and 1983. ◗

AT&T Purchasing 8,000 CNG Vehicles AT&T plans to invest $350 million 
over the next five years to replace about 8,000 gasoline-powered vehicles 
with CNG vehicles. It’s the first phase of a $565 million strategy to deploy 
more than 15,000 alternative fuel vehicles in AT&T’s corporate fleet over 
the next decade. 

The plan also includes replacing 7,100 passenger vehicles with alterna-
tives such as hybrids. The Center for Automotive Research estimates the new 
vehicles will save 49 million gallons of gasoline and reduce carbon emissions 
by 211,000 metric tons over the next 10 years.

Fresno Acquires LNG Refuse Trucks The city of Fresno recently took delivery 
of the first half of its order for 45 LNG-fueled Condor refuse trucks from 
American LaFrance. Also on order are eight LNG front-loaders from Autocar. 
Fresno already operates 79 LNG refuse trucks and plans to convert its entire 
fleet to natural gas by 2010.

Westport Gets ISO Certification Westport Innovations’ quality management 
system (QMS) has been certified as compliant with International Organiza-
tion of Standardization (ISO) 9001:2008 standards for the design, assembly, 
and commercialization of Westport’s LNG fuel systems.

“As an engine and fuel system supplier to large truck manufacturers, ISO 
certification of our QMS is central to the development of our customer base,” said 
Michael Gallagher, Westport president and COO. “This certifies that we have 
the management systems in place to meet our customers’ requirements.”
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